Castles Video

1) The scouts chose the area outcrop of rock extending into the water was the best location for this castle. Give one reason it was a good choice:

__________________________________________________________

2) The first step was for carpenters to build ________________________

3) The diggers dug trenches around the boundaries of the town to build a ____________________________

__________________________________________________________

4) "The outer curtain wall of the castle will measure _____ feet on each of its sides and will be defended by ___________ and _______________________. If by any chance, an extremely unlikely one, the attackers succeed in penetrating this area, they will be thwarted by the inner curtain wall, _____ feet thick and _____ feet high, with _____ foot high towers. An intruder would virtually have to fly to get in."

5) "A castle is only as safe as its ___________ ___________." That's why they put the ___________ in the safest part of the castle.

6) After recruiting more workers from nearby towns, how many men helped build this castle? ________________________

7) The outer curtain and town foundation are made of ___________ walls and the space in between them is filled with ________________________.

8) What was done to the windows to prevent enemies from getting through?

__________________________________________________________

9) It's important to remember that the medieval castle is really a ________________ ________________, and every part has a specific ________________________________________

10) Who helped pay for Edward's castles? The e __________ k __________ (including l __________ and b ___________ who helped pay a large share of the cost.)